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Abstract
Mammalian NREM and REM sleep. Why, how, and when
Three types of wakefulness appeared along the vertebrate’s phylogeny and ontogeny:
spinal-rhombencephalic in fish, brainstem-diencephalic in reptiles and cortical in
mammals, in which the paralyzed spinal-rhombencephalic wake and the brainstemdiencephalic wake remain as REMS and NREMS
The spinal-rhombencephalic and cortical types of wake are inherently anti-homeostatic.
Animals must forage, reproduce, and survive to predation disregarding the
environmental circumstances, hence temporarily forgetting the homeostatic regulation.
After fulfilling the vital functions, the brainstem-diencephalic wake recovers the
homeostatic control.
The phasic signs of REMS are adaptive in immature mammals, serving for demanding
heat, milk and defense to their mother. These advantages outweigh the REMS'
poikilostasis in infants. The adults’ poikilostasis of REMS is harmless in thermoneutral
environments but is mal-adaptive in aquatic environments in which REMS is reduced or
even disappears. These exceptions explain the anomalous examples of REMS.
An on-off hypothalamic switch homeostatically regulates the entrance and exit from
REMS. Furthermore, the vital phasic signs of REMS depend on a second pontine
proportional homeostatic control. Altogether, they regulate the expression of REMS.

Keywords: Evolution of sleep; Nocturnal bottleneck; Origin of NREM sleep; Origin of
REM sleep
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1. Introduction
Sleep seems to be universal in animals. In behavioral terms, it is often diagnosed
attending to seven signs: 1) quiescence, 2) reversibility, 3) preferred sleeping places, 4)
stereotyped body positions, 5) raised sensory thresholds, 6) circadian organization and
7) homeostatic regulation (Piéron, 1912; Flanigan et al., 1973; Bruce Durie, 1981;
Borbély, 1982, 2016; Garcıá -Garcı́a, & Drucker-Colıń , 1999). Sleep also may be
diagnosed by recording the electrophysiological variables of sleeping subjects. In this
case, the record receives the name of polysomnography (PSG), with recordings of brain
activity (EEG), muscular activity (EMG), eye movements (EOG) and, eventually, other
signs: heart rate, respiration, Body Temperature (BT) (central and peripheral) etc.
The polygraphic sleep, defined only in homeothermic vertebrates, revealed the
existence of two sleep states in mammals and birds: non-REM sleep (NREMS) and
REM sleep (REMS). The present review, however, will only deal with the mammalian
sleep. Some of the answers we propose here to explain the origin of the mammalian
NREMS and REMS cannot be applied to birds. Nevertheless, when convenient, a few
mentions will be made to avian sleep.
The functional difference between NREMS and REMS is so important that
many authors believe that the two types of sleep are independent states of conscience,
which contributes to the mysterious nature of sleep. Nevertheless, our group proposed,
several years ago, that the evolution of the reptilian wake gave origin to mammalian
sleep, including the cycles of NREMS and REMS (Rial et al., 1993, 2007a, 2010).
Briefly, reptiles spend their activity time in two main states: 1) heliothermictigmothermic thermoregulatory behavior, that in the following will be called “Basking
Behavior” (BB) and 2) a set of foraging, reproductive, defensive and agonistic
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behaviors that in the following will be called “Goal Directed Behaviors” (GDB).
According to our proposal, BB and GDB were the antecessors of NREMS and REMS,
respectively.
As reptiles cannot choose the thermal environment in which food, predators,
prey, rivals and reproductive partners would be found, they abandon the behavioral
thermoregulation during GDB until arriving to a low body temperature threshold. Then,
they must return either to bask again, or to their shelter in which they may rest waiting
for environmental improvements. Obviously, BB is inoperative under the cover of the
shelter. Then, according to the Q10 law, their BT and metabolic rate will drop
(Bradshaw & Main, 1968; Brattstrom, 1971; Christian and Weavers 1996). The Q10
index represents the ratio of the velocity of a given physiological process versus the
same process at a temperature 10 °C lower. Typical values of the Q10 oscillate around 2,
meaning that every 10 ºC descent in BT halves the speed of the process under
consideration (Bennett, 2010).
The thermal inertia of big sized reptiles allows them to maintain a relatively high
BT when the environment is favorable. Instead, small sized species with a low thermal
inertia – those that gave origin to mammals - select microenvironments where they may
shuttle between BB and GDB in several daily cycles that may persist until dusk, where
they are forced to rest with a low BT and reduced metabolism (Stanton-Jones, et al.,
2018; Basson et al, 2017; Rowe et al., 2020; Souza et al., 2020). Nevertheless, in nonfavorable environments, reptiles can rest passively in their shelter during several days
and even weeks without harm (Rose, 1981; Huey, 1982).
The control of the transitions between reptilian BB and GDB involves two
setpoints. An upper set point determines the end of BB and the beginning of GDB,
while a lower set point controls the suspension of GDB and the return to BB (Huey,
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1982; Huey and Slatkin, 1976; Firth and Turner, 1982; Foa et al., 1992; Rivera-Vélez &
Lewis, 1994; Tosini et al., 1995). Noteworthy, these set points are severely impaired
after specific hypothalamic lesions (Kluger et al., 1973; Berk & Heath, 1976; Bicego &
Branco, 2002; Bicego et al, 2007; Liu et al, 2006; Piercy et al., 2015). Altogether, the
two set points drive the behavioral regulation of BT in function of temperature, rainfall,
solar radiation, humidity, season, time of day, predatory risk, body size, sex,
reproductive state, energetic reserves, etc. (Rose, 1981; Lister & Aguayo, 1992; Merker,
& Nagy, 1984) factors that may even cause changes in the hypothalamic set points
(Garrick, 1979; Withers, & Campbell, 1985; Tosini and Avery, 1993). Taking, for
example, the lizard Ameiva exsul (~50 g body weight), the average heating (BB) and
foraging (GDB) durations were ~17.9 and ~60 min, respectively (Rivera-Vélez &
Lewis,1994), while in Podarcis muralis (~2.5-7.0 g body weight) the mean basking
duration ranged from ~2.4 to ~3 min (Tosini et al., 1995) and the following foraging
time oscillates between ~3.14 and ~9.7 min, respectively (Tosini & Avery, 1996).
Remarkably, the two reptilian states are compulsory to maintain an active life:
BB is needed to raise BT for a physiologically efficient activity and GDB is needed for
life sustaining activities (Mukherjee et al, 2018; Rose, 1981; Huey, 1982; Karasov &
Anderson, 1984; Pietruszka 1986).
2. The birth of the mammalian sleep.
In the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary, about 66 Mya, some individuals of the
primitive reptilian stock began to develop incipient endothermy by increasing the
energetic metabolism. In this way, they were able to progressively extend their activity,
first to twilight hours and successively to the entire nighttime. However, attempting to
attain the maximal visual sensitivity in the new scotopic environment, they abandoned
the filters protecting the eyes against the dangerous diurnal light. This process is known
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as the Nocturnal Evolutionary Bottleneck (Walls, 1942) and is currently considered
responsible of the evolution, from diurnal reptiles, to the first mammals, that began to
be nocturnal and, in most extant species, continue being so (Gerkema et al., 2013;
Heesy & Hall, 2010; Wu et al, 2017). Obviously, the abandon of the visual filters
exposed those pre-mammals to the dangers of diurnal bright light. Thus, to avoid
becoming blind by accidental exposure to daylight, they were forced to remain
paralyzed in lightproof burrows during light time. In conclusion, their chronotype was
inverted, from being strictly diurnal, to rest with closed eyes during light time and
becoming active only during dark time. This was how the mammalian sleep was born: a
state of behavioral paralysis with closed eyes (Rial et al., 2019).
Nevertheless, despite the suspension of behavioral output during light time,
those early mammals conserved the cyclic structure of their previous diurnal
wakefulness. Indeed, the paralyzed BB became NREMS while the also paralyzed GDB
became REMS. This was how the two main phases of the mammalian sleep appeared.
Excepting the suppression of the motor output, the cyclic organization of BB-GDB and
NREMS-REMS are almost identical. Among other factors, both depend on
hypothalamic control and on most thermal factors. We saw that the thermoregulation is
disregarded during the reptilian GDB (Nicolau et al, 2000; Rial et al., 2007a; 2010;
2019) but also during the mammalian REMS (Parmeggiani, 2011) and many authors
observed similar thermal limits for the transitions between NREMS and REMS
(Szymusiak and Satinoff, 1981; Charles et al., 1980; Muzet et al., 1983; Jürgen, 1980;
Whitten et al., 2009). Moreover, the increases in environmental temperature toward the
highest end of the thermoneutral zone preferentially increases REMS over NREMS
(Komagata et al., 2019; Szymusiak et al., 1980; Muzet et al., 1983) a result that fits
quite well with the homology we propose between the reptilian BB-GDB and the
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mammalian NREMS-REMS. Indeed, increasing the environmental temperature must
reduce the time spent by reptiles in BB (NREMS) and must allow more free time for
GDB (REMS).
The present report will add reasonable evidence for the hypothesis described in
the previous paragraph. Nevertheless, our main goal aims at explaining the origin and
the persistence, in modern mammals, of the tonic and phasic traits of REMS. We will
propose that the constellation of REMS signs is the result of the interaction between the
anatomic and functional activity of different sub-telencephalic and telencephalic brain
regions.
As a departure point, we will take the words of Crick and Mitchison (1983):
‘Any purely psychological theory is hard pressed to explain the large amount of REM in
the womb and any purely developmental theory must account for the quite appreciable
amount of sleep in adult life’.
We will begin by defining wakefulness: it is a behavioral state with capability of
perceiving environmental stimuli and responding to them with adaptive behavior. This
definition will serve to defend the existence of several types of wakefulness in function
of the ontogenetic and phylogenetic development of the brain. We will propose, first,
the existence of a primary spinal-rhombencephalic wakefulness that can be found in
fish, in all vertebrate embryos and in mammalian REMS. The existence of a primitive
form of spinal-rhombencephalic wake has already been proposed (Corner and Schenk,
2015). However, we expand their proposal adding a second brainstem-diencephalic
wakefulness in poikilothermic and mammalian vertebrates, to end with a third
wakefulness, the cortical wakefulness, only present in mammals. The existence of three
different types of wakefulness along the vertebrate’s phylogeny and ontogeny will serve
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to understand the first part of Crick and Mitchison’s observation, namely, why REMS is
so abundant in newborns.
3. The development of wakefulness
In order to understand the evolution of the different types of wakefulness we must
look at the progressive neuroanatomical development of the vertebrate brain in caudalrostral direction. The mammalian embryos begin developing the spinal cord, which is
followed by the successive development of medulla, pons, midbrain, diencephalon, to
end with the full development of the telencephalic cortex (Joseph, 2000). Obviously, the
functional maturation follows the same caudal-rostral order (Kadić & Predojević, 2012)
and the same embryonic stages of brain development may be observed in the
vertebrate’s phylogenesis. For instance, the telencephalic development is practically
zero in prochordates (Lacalli, 2001) but successively increases in size and complexity in
fish, amphibians, reptiles and mammals (Butler et al., 2011; Butler and Hodos 2005).

3.1. Spinal wake
The isolated spinal cord of fish can produce rhythmic swimming movements,
identical to intact fish, with complete intersegmental coordination (Cohen and Wallén,
1980; Grillner and Wallen, 2002; Cangiano & Grillner, 2003; Sigvardt, 1989). Similar
observations have been reported in tadpoles (Stehouwer and Farel, 1980, 1981; Corner
& Crain 1965; Corner, 1964), in reptiles (Srivastava, 1992; Kusuma & Ten Donkelaar,
1980) and even in adult mammals, in which ambulatory movements and many other
well-coordinated reflexes have been repeatedly reported in spinally transected animals
(Sherrington 1910, cited by Hart, 1971; Handa et al., 1986; Sigvardt, 1989).
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In ontogenetic terms, the spinally controlled jerks are the earliest signs of
spontaneous activity in mammalian embryos. They depend on the random firing of
spinal motor neurons (Blumberg et al., 1994; Corner & Schenck, 2015) but are rapidly
transformed into well-coordinated sensory evoked spinal reflexes, that is, in signs of
spinal wake, with capability for elaborating adaptive responses to environmental stimuli
(Suzue & Shinoda., 1999; Saint-Amant & Drapeau, 1998; Tadros et al., 2015;
Fitzgerald, 2005; de Vries et al. 1985; Humphrey, 1964; Oberlander et al., 2002;
Corner, 1985). Therefore, we see that, in absence of the anterior parts of the brain, be it
due to low development, or to experimental procedures, all vertebrates show spinal
capacity to perceive and react to incoming sensory stimuli with adaptive responses or,
in other words, they show spinal wake. These activities were named as “Motor
Primitives” (Dominici et al., 2011) and “Rapid Body Movements (Corner & Schenck,
2015) but also GDB (Rial et al, 2010; 2019).
3.2. Rhombencephalic wake
The rhombencephalon, together with medullar and spinal regions, is responsible
for basic life sustaining functions, including respiratory control (Alheid et al 2004;
Chatonnet et al., 2002), cardiocirculatory activity (Hoffmann & de Souza, 1982; SévozCouche et al., 2003), digestive reflexes (mastication, swallowing, retching) (Turman et
al., 2001; Amri & Car, 1988; Lu et al., 1997) and even facial expressions (Auclair et al.,
1996; Huang et al., 2009), including, ocular movements, e.g., the gaze following
behavior (Cohen, 1974; Verzijl et al., 2003; Dos Santos et al., 2006) and other sensorymotor responses. Interestingly, it has been found that, after categorizing the significance
(positive or negative) of a given visual stimulus, the motor responses of larval zebrafish
are activated through the contralateral or ipsilateral tecto-bulbar tracts, so coordinating
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the visual tracking and mobility, toward or away, respectively, from the stimulus,
(Helmbrecht et al., 2018).
Undoubtedly, the described sensory-motor responses should be interpreted as
signs of primitive rhombencephalic wake. An animal capable of perceiving a visual
object and deciding to escape from, or follow it, must be awake. Therefore, the
rhombencephalon of primitive vertebrates, but also of undeveloped embryos is capable,
by itself, of actively controlling alternative periods of muscular atonia (Corner, 1977;
Siegel, 2011; Valatx et al., 1964; Hobson, 2009) interspersed with episodes of muscular
activity in the form of sensory evoked startles and pursuit/escape behaviors, the last
ones being the basic components of the fight-fright-flight behavioral patterns (Bullock,
1984; Corner & Schenck, 2015).
The main conclusion of previous paragraphs is that an undisputable evidence
exists showing that primitive vertebrates and mammalian embryos possess a kind of
simplified rhombencephalic wake. After an almost complete block of the motor output
this wake - which we will name as REM wake - was transformed into the REMS of
adult mammals. In the next paragraph we will see that the phasic signs of REMS
possess a high adaptive value. This may be the first answer to the up to now unresolved
question of why newborn mammals have REMS.
3.3. The adaptive significance of the phasic signs of REMS
Many authors recognized that the muscular twitches and jerks observed in
REMS are the remainder of incomplete startles and orienting reﬂexes (Emde and
Metcalf, 1968; Wu et al. 1989; Wu and Siegel, 1990; Blumberg and Stolba, 1996;
Blumberg and Lucas, 1994; Morrison, 2005; Jha et al., 2005). i.e., the result of a partial
obliteration of GDB. The twitches and jerks are astoundingly frequent in rat pups, with
an estimated frequency of tens of thousands per day (Blumberg and Seelke 2010;
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Blumberg et al., 2013). Thus, an important question is why animals developed a highly
efficient system to block skeletal motor neurons during REMS and, at the same time,
the system drains such high amounts of incomplete movements in REM sleeping
newborns (Roffwarg et al., 1966).
The neural mechanism responsible for the tonic REMS immobility depends on
GABAergic and glycinergic neurons that inhibit the spinal motoneurons (Sastre et al.,
1981; Soja et al., 1987; Morales et al., 2006; Vetrivelan et al., 2009). However, the
inhibitory drive progressively fades because of the increased activity of excitatory
glutamatergic neurons located in the medial medulla that progressively allow the
disinhibition of motoneurons and the expression of the muscular twitches and jerks
(Brooks & Peever, 2016). As a result, the phasic signs of REMS could never be
considered random byproducts of the state, but the result of a well-regulated balance
between the GABAergic-glycinergic inhibition and the glutamatergic stimulation of
skeletal motoneurons (Brooks & Peever, 2016).
The production of such enormous amounts of twitches and jerks should be rather
costly, and it can be only understood if the pups obtain some compensatory advantage.
Many authors consider that they serve for sensorimotor maturation (Tiriac et al., 2015;
Khazipov et al., 2004; Petersson et al., 2003; Roffwarg et al., 1966; Mirmiran et al.,
2003; Corner & Schenk, 2015; Blumberg et al, 2013) because 1) an inverse correlation
exists between the total REMS time and the brain maturity and 2) because the
suppression of REMS in immatures provoke deficits in the brain maturational
processes. In our opinion, these arguments are weak: 1) because correlations should be
never used to affirm causal relationships and the correlation between total REM time
and brain maturation may be more parsimoniously explained as an epiphenomena of
brain growth, and 2) because suppressing REMS in infants is only one among the
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immense number of ways to interfere with the delicate machinery of brain development
(Gamundí et al., 2005).
In contrast, we will defend that the twitches and jerks are adaptive by
themselves. We do not want to completely reject the idea that the REM calls, jerks and
twitches may contribute to improve the muscular capabilities of adult mammals (see
Dattilo et al., 2012; Blumberg et al., 2013) but we will add an advantage that, being
known since long, it has never been considered. Unattended sleeping newborn rats
exposed to low temperatures respond first, by increasing the Brown Adipose
Thermogenesis, but after further temperature drops, the production of metabolic heat
may be insufficient and the pups risk becoming cool (Blumberg and Stolba, 1996). The
easiest way to avoid hypothermia lies in obtaining heat from the dam. It has been found
that isolated and cooled rat pups begin emitting 22 kHz ultrasound vocalizations that are
effective stimuli to induce maternal retrieval (Allin & Banks, 1972; Curry et al., 2013).
However, if BT continues plunging, the vocalizations are substituted by an increased
rate of twitches and jerks. Therefore, REM sleeping rat pups may show a well-regulated
capacity for perceiving and reacting to environmental factors Therefore, is evident that
they possess a primary form of wake, controlled from rhombencephalic regions, i.e.
REMW.
So, the vocalizations of isolated, cooled or hungry pups and the production of
twitches and jerks serve for communicating negative emotional states to the mother and
for demanding defense, heat and/or milk (Wöhr et al., 2010; Schwarting & Wöhr,
2018). It can be furtherly reasoned that the frequency of twitches, jerks and ultrasonic
vocalizations should be proportional to the degree of cooling/hunger, which should
progressively increase in proportion to the duration of the REMW episode and the
consequent time-dependent descent in brain temperature, as predicted by the regulatory
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mechanisms described by Brooks & Peever (2016). In summary, the calls, jerks and
twitches are regulated responses to isolation, cooling and hunger and are controlled by
spinal and rhombencephalic activity (Brudzynski, 2013; Brudzynski & Fletcher, 2010;
Silkstone & Brudzynski, 2019).
The dams respond to the calls by retrieving the pups and crouching over them.
Then, the ventral stimulation, received, either from twitching or sucking pups, elicits
immobility in the dam (Stern and Johnson, 1990; Stern, 1991; Stern et al., 1992;
Pedersen, 1997; Morgan et al., 1992; Lonstein et al., 1998). In contrast, dams cease
responding when pups are inactive, or incapable of rooting or suckling, that is, dams
readily respond to active cooled and/or hungry pups – in REMW - but are less interested
in warm, well-fed, and quietly sleeping - in NREMS - pups. Moreover, inter-pup
competition has been found in many altricial species (Gilbert, 1995; Bautista et al.,
2008; Madden et al., 2009; Coureaud et al., 2000; Drummond et al., 2000, for milk) and
(Alberts, 2007; Bautista et al., 2003; Gilbert 2010 for heat). Indeed, huddling pups
frequently fight for the nipples and shuttle between the border and the core of the
huddle to increase the gain of heat by a tigmothermic procedure – gaining heat from the
warm skin of the mother, so minimizing the metabolic expenditures (Alberts, 1978).
Altogether, the eye movements, added with the full set of calls, muscular twitches and
jerks, may be an example of evolutionary exaptation (Gould & Vrba 1982). The original
pursuit movements, together with the fight, fright, and fly reflexes began as useful
responses for foraging or to escape from unexpected, dangerous environmental stimuli,
but finished as signs for demanding help to the mother. But the most important point is
that the myoclonic twitches, jerks and calls may have an immense survival value for
immature rat pups, much higher than a complete atonia and the currently believed
maturational sensorimotor development.
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Interestingly, similar haptic and vocal activities have been reported for motherinfant communication in animals showing maternal care, e.g., mammals, including
humans (Stern, 1997; Hofer, 2002; Swain et al., 2007), reptiles (Herzog & Burghardt,
1977; Vergne & Mathevon, 2008; Vergne et al.,2009; Vergne et al.,2012; Sicuro et
al.,2013; Ferrara et al.,2013) and birds (Brua, 1996; Evans, 1990, 1994; Gräns &
Altimiras, 2007; Nichelmann & Tzschentke, 1997; Rumpf & Tzschentke 2010). In
every case, the mother readily responds by retrieving and covering the pups or eggs and
protecting them from predation, hunger, or cooling. The wide distribution of these
activities suggests an old phylogenetic origin and confirm their high adaptive
significance (Bass and Chagnaud 2012), exceedingly surpassing the current explanation,
the sensorimotor maturational hypothesis.
3.4. Brainstem-diencephalic wakefulness
In phylogenetic terms, the participation of diencephalic structures in the
production of a second type of wakefulness is evident in the thermoregulatory behavior.
The hypothalamic controlled capacity for selecting the preferred environmental
temperature is widespread in vertebrates (Crawshaw et al., 1981), having been observed
in fish (Reynolds et al., 1976; Nelson & Prosser, 1979; Matern et al., 2000; Beitinger &
Magnuson, 1979; Newell & Quinn, 2005; Golovanov, 2006; Reynolds & Casterlin,
1979), amphibia (Corner, 1964; Casterlin & Reynolds, 1977, 1980), reptiles (Kluger et
al., 1973; Berk & Heath, 1976; Nelson et al., 1984) and mammals (Schradin et al, 2007;
Terrien et al, 2011) including wakeful human adults (Shim & Jeong, 2011) but also
during NREMS (Frank et al, 1999; Parmeggiani, 2011).
Importantly, the behavioral thermoregulation of poikilothermic vertebrates only
is possible during wake. Indeed, the behavioral control only is possible in behaving
animals and remains inactive during behavioral rest, not only in anamniotes (fish and
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amphibians) but, importantly, in poikilothermic amniotes – reptiles - in which the
dependence of external heat sources for body warming is, in practice, absolute.
We are aware of some reports affirming the existence of NREMS and REMS
during nighttime in supposedly sleeping lizards (Shein-Idelson et al., 2016; Libourel et
al., 2018). However, we should remark, first, that these proposals were seriously
criticized in posterior reports (Libourel & Barrillot, 2020). We should add that the
existence of true sleep should be definitively discarded in poikilothermic vertebrates
after understanding that the so-called reptilian nocturnal sleep is only a passive
hypothermic state. Indeed, sleep is the result of complex and active processes, and the
old belief that sleep results from reduced sensory input and/or low brain activity
has been discarded since long (Dement, 2017).
The mammalian brainstem is capable, by itself, of controlling, not only the basic
homeostatic functions, but also many complex behavioral patterns during wake. For
example, substantial behavioral capacity has been demonstrated in animals after
experimental decortication. Chronic mesencephalic rats and cats show well-coordinated
postural and locomotor capacities, normal grooming, and complete defensive responses.
(Woods 1964; Lovick; 1973; Berntson and Micco, 1976; Humphries et al., 2005;
Blumberg & Plumeau, 2016). Furthermore, human fetuses in late gestational ages –
when, presumably, their cortex is still undeveloped - respond to stimuli perceived
through the abdominal wall of the mother. Fetuses can even discriminate the mother’s
voice from other sounds, showing variable responses to acoustic stimuli, meaning that
their auditory system, the mesencephalic posterior colliculi, isthmus and
rhombencephalic cochlear nuclei, are functional (Sohmer & Freeman, 1995; Kisilevsky
et al., 1998; Grimwade et al., 1970; Lecanuet & Schaal, 1996). Moreover, many sensory
and motor manifestations that are active in premature and at term human newborns,
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disappear after a few weeks, to return after a while (Bever, 1982; Strauss & Stavy,
1982; Muir, & Hains, 2004). In every case, these “U” shaped developmental processes
have been satisfactorily explained as dependent, first from spinal and brainstem activity
and, after further maturation – the second branch of the “U” process - from higher brain
structures (Jane et al., 1972; Berntson & Micco, 1976; Morton & Johnson, 1991; Muir
& Hains, 2004; Field et al., 1980; Johnson, 2001; Atkinson et al., 1984; Richards, 2001;
Dubowitz et al.,1986; Khodadadifar, 2015).
The existence of brainstem-diencephalic wake receives further support from the
behavior of anencephalic human newborns. They may show normal sleep-wake cycles
and, while awake, can perform elaborate behavioral patterns, including responses to
noxious stimuli, feeding and respiratory reflexes and even social interactions involving
eye movements and facial expressions (Francis et al., 1984). The complexity of their
behavior arrives to the point that parents often mistakenly believed that their child was
normal during the first or second month of life (Halsey et al., 1968; Hoffman & Liss,
1969; Shewmon. 1988; Pant et al., 2010).
Altogether, the facts described in previous paragraphs show that sub-mammalian
vertebrates and immature mammals have two types of wakefulness, the already
described spinal-rhombencephalic wake and the brainstem-diencephalic wake.
3.5. Cortical wakefulness
We should describe here the existence and the main traits of cortical
wakefulness. However, the intervention of the cortex in the sensory-motor control of
mammalian wake is evident and undisputed. For the sake of brevity, we will refer to the
abundant literature describing the neuroanatomical control and the features of the
cortical wake (see, for instance, Cirelli & Tononi, 2015; Schwartz & Roth, 2008;
Berridge et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2012; Brown & McKenna, 2015). Of course, the
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cortical wake is the result of a complete integration between the spinalrhombencephalic, mesencephalic and diencephalic types of wakefulness. Thus, we will
take for granted the existence of cortical wakefulness and the associated neural
structures.
3.6. Phylogenesis and ontogenesis of wakefulness, NREM and REM sleep
It is evident that the ontogenesis of behavioral states repeats the phylogenetic
sequence: mammalian embryos begin showing cycles of spinal-rhombencephalic wake,
with phasic-tonic signs that, when manifested during REMS, work as a link for
communication between mother and embryo and/or newborn. In successive
developmental stages, the brainstem-diencephalic wake is the main wakeful state
providing homeostatic control in poikilothermic vertebrates but also in mature
mammals during NREMS and restful waking. The series ends with the mammalian
cortical wake, in which the rhombencephalic, the brainstem-diencephalic and the
cortical wake are fused. However, when the cortical wake is suspended, the cycles of
spinal-rhombencephalic/brainstem-diencephalic wake appear in newborns but also in
the NREMS-REMS cycles of adult mammals with paralyzed motor output because of
the inhibitory command of the substantia nigra during NREMS (Liu et al 2020) and the
already described glycinergic-GABAergic inhibition of motor neurons during REMS.
Importantly, the existence of two independent mechanisms to block the motor output
during REMS and NREMS add strength to the independent origin and the successive
expression of the different types of wake that, only during cortical activity can be
simultaneously expressed, so contributing to full wakefulness.
Of course, we are unable to define clear-cut neuroanatomical boundaries
between the different types of wake. Many authors expressed concern about the naïve
assumption that the phylogenetic development of the brain would be explained as
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having occurred with the addition of successive neuroanatomical layers, in the form of a
multi-tiered cake. Indeed, each one of the different types of wake is the result of a
continuous process involving the entire brain and expressed in each phylogenetic and/or
ontogenetic stage (Braun, 2000; Soussignan, 2003). For instance, the spinal
rhombencephalic also implies the activity of upper brain regions as it is shown, for
instance, with the cortical EEG arousal that appears in mammals during REMS.
Nevertheless, the available evidence shows that the executive control of wake
successively ascends from lower to upper brain regions, following the
ontogenetic/phylogenetic neuroanatomical and functional development of the brain
(Joseph, 2000; Kadić & Predojević, 2012). Indeed, each of the primitive forms of
waking is sufficient, by itself, for an effective and adaptive control of the whole
behavior. However, the different types of wake are successively nested in the
phylogenetic-developmental progression. Of course, the cortical mammalian waking
makes extensive use of the waking capabilities of the entire nervous system, that only
appear as independent stages in early developmental stages or during NREMS and
REMS.
As an interim conclusion, we will remark first, that the spinal-rhombencephalic
and brainstem-diencephalic stages of wakefulness are unavoidable and never fail to
appear in all vertebrates, without exception. All vertebrates must surpass them in
successive embryonary stages, and all continue to possess vital functions in adults to
control, as described, many GDB patterns and the bodily homeostasis. However, we
will see that the obligatory character of the REMW may seemingly disappear, for
example, in some primitive mammals and in marine mammals. We will maintain that
even in these cases, REMW continue existing.
4. EEG and behavioral states in vertebrates
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While the EEG is the most important sign to define the electrographic wake and
sleep of mammals, it has been much less studied in non-mammals. As a result, some
EEG traits remain poorly understood in them.
The main EEG signatures used to define the electrographic wake and sleep are
amplitude, frequency, temporal characteristics, and several isolated EEG graphisms.
The alpha, beta, delta, theta and gamma frequency bands of the EEG have been widely
used to study the human wake-sleep states and, by extension, the mammalian sleep. In
addition, the sigma spindles, PGO potentials, K complexes and high voltage isolated
spikes are frequently used graphisms to further differentiate states. The following
paragraphs will analyze the relationships between EEG and behavioral states in the
whole vertebrate class.
The delta EEG, also called Slow Wave EEG (SWEEG), with high amplitude,
low frequency waves is an essential, but not exclusive sign of NREMS. Indeed, SWEEG
has been described, not only in NREM sleeping mammals, but also in waking altricial
newborns (Emde and Metcalf, 1968; Vecchierini et al., 2007; André et al., 2010) in
REM sleeping platypus (Siegel et al., 1999) and even in REM sleeping humans
(Bernardi et al., 2019). Furtherly, high power SWEEG has been recorded after the
administration of scopolamine, an anticholinergic drug and results in seemingly wakeful
subjects, possibly in a state of subcortical wakefulness. In such cases, the subjects seem
to be completely awake and respond to verbal orders but, after elapsing the effects of
the drug, retain no memory of their acts (Wikler 1952; Ostfeld et al., 1960; Vanderwolf,
1988; Schallert et al., 1980; Dringenberg & Vanderwolf, 1997; Castro-Zaballa et al.,
2019). We should thus conclude that the presence of delta EEG cannot be used to
automatically presume the presence of NREMS. What characterizes the state of an
animal is the behavior and not an EEG pattern.
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The delta waves of high amplitude reflect the synchronous activity of large
populations of thalamocortical neurons firing in bursts, interspersed with prolonged
hyperpolarizations (Glenn and Steriade, 1982; Steriade, 1991, Steriade et al, 1991;
1993; Steriade and McCarley, 2013) that interfere with the transfer of sensory-motor
communication between thalamus and cortex (Coenen, 1995; Liu et al., 2020; Salih et
al., 2005, 2009; Massimini et al., 2005).
4.1. The contradictory homeostatic signs of wake
Both rhombencephalic and cortical wakefulness always are states in which the
homeostatic physiological regulation is disturbed. For instance, a grazing lamb may
keep active its entire homeostatic regulation, but, when harassed by a wolf pack, the
homeostatic stability disappears. In consequence, wakefulness may be considered as
anti-homeostatic. The homeostasis aims at maintaining a physiological steady state
(Cannon, 1929) but disregards the changes that may hinder the immediate survival
(Laborit, 1976). The contrast gave origin to the concepts of Rheosthasis (Mrosovsky
1990) and Allostasis (McEwen and Wingfield, 2003). In neurological terms, the
dominant cortical EEG of mammalian wake - the beta and gamma EEG - heralds the
abandon of homeostasis. Indeed, wakeful animals - including REMW and cortical wake
- must make continuous efforts for searching food, finding reproductive partners and
escaping predators, always disregarding the immediate homeostatic regulations. These
facts can be summarized affirming that active wakefulness generates an allostatic load
that must be compensated with subsequent periods of rest, whose epiphenomenon, the
Delta EEG power, marks the freedom of subcortical regions for recovering the
homeostatic steady state (Halász & Bódizs, 2013; Knyazev, 2012).
Delta EEG may also be recorded in wakeful poikilothermic vertebrates (De Vera
et al., 1994; González et al., 1999; Csernai et al., 2019; Piercy et al., 2015; Abe et al.,
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2015; Halász & Bódizs, 2013; Knyazev, 2012; Low et al., 2008; Bullock & Basar,
1988) heralding the low activity of their reduced pallium which remains blocked when
the basic homeostatic functions require the activity of brainstem areas leaving apart the
pallial interferences. In fact, the mammalian delta EEG power is indicative of partial or
total functional decortication (Patron et al., 2019; Walter et al., 2019). Therefore, the
basic meaning of SWEEG waves is the same in mammals and in poikilothermic
animals: blocking the anti-homeostatic cortical activity and freeing subcortical regions
to perform essential housekeeping – homeostatic - activities (Rial et al, 2010).
The presence of rapid EEG – beta EEG - with low amplitude, mixed frequency
waves - is the basic sign of the mammalian wake, but it also appears during REMS
(Dement & Kleitman, 1957; Maloney et al., 1997; Vyazovskiy et al., 2009). However,
the beta EEG recorded in REM sleeping subjects is always accompanied by muscular
atonia, which means that the REM beta EEG heralds a form of cortical wake devoid of
motor output. The oneiric cortical activity lacks observable external consequences and,
although might serve for important functions - largely unknown, for the time being –
might be, an epiphenomenon of the REMS cortical isolation. Indeed, it has been
repeatedly recognized that lower brain regions are necessary and sufficient for
generating REM sleep (Siegel et al., 2011; Weber et al., 2015; Luppi et al., 2012) and
the REMS of primitive mammals, probably with low cortical development, is limited to
rhombencephalon that may or may not be accompanied by beta EEG (Siegel et al,
1999). This fact prompted the affirmation that that the forebrain aspects of REMS,
including the dreams and the fast EEG, are a relatively recent acquisition (Siegel, 1995;
Siegel et al.,1998, 1999, 2004) and, since they lack salient phenotypic traits – other than
the EEG - may have non adaptive significance. Indeed, the ability for animals to survive
predatory attacks, for example, is based on whether they show well-adapted behavioral
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patterns, but it is not because they show a certain type of EEG or experiencing certain
dreams. This assertion might seem disputable, but it is not: the burden of the proof must
always be charged to the defenders of an adaptation (Williams 1966/2018) and the
adaptive function(s) of dreams still are in the realm of unproven hypothesis. Otherwise,
we would be forced to make careful experimental analysis for arguing, for example,
against the significance of premonitory dreams (Rial et al., 2007c).
Summarizing, the EEG is not a reliable indicator of the behavioral state in
animals other than adult marsupials and placental mammals. We mentioned the
presence of SWEEG in wakeful reptiles, but SWEEG is also observed in awake
newborn mammals (Emde, and Metcalf, 1968; Vecchierini et al., 2007; André et al.,
2010) and in REM sleeping platypuses, that can switch between slow and fast EEG, a
fact that is correlated, probably, to substantial differences in the primitive working
mode of the cortex (Krubitzer et al.,1995). Wakeful placental adult mammals
consistently show fast, small amplitude, mixed frequency EEG because of the excitatory
activity of cholinergic and serotonergic neurons of the basal telencephalon and the rafe,
respectively (Dringenberg & Vanderwolf, 1997, 1998; Szymusiak et al., 2000). In the
words of Steriade, & McCarley, (2013) the beta and gamma EEG herald the fine
sculpturing of activation-inhibition of different cortical areas necessary to perform the
multisensory analysis of the environment, that is, to attain a full cortical wakefulness.
4.2. The phylogenetic development of NREMS and REMS: divergence or
convergence?
An important EEG disparity was observed after comparing the polygraphic sleep
in the platypus and in cats, as representative of primitive and modern mammals,
respectively. Two types of REM were found in the platypus, with moderate but also
with high voltage EEG. Then, the firing activity of pontine neurons was found to be
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similar in sleeping cats and echidnas (Siegel et al., 1996). As a result, the authors
concluded that NREM and REM were the result of the divergent differentiation of a
primitive sleep state with mixed NREM-REM characteristics. i.e., high voltage EEG, as
typical of NREMS, together with the behavioral signs of the platypus REM (Siegel et
al., 1996). The platypus seemed to be the intermediate step between the REMS of
echidnas, with SWEEG, and modern mammals with low amplitude, mixed frequency
EEG (Siegel et al., 1999).
Thereafter, the polygraphic sleep was studied in a primitive bird, the ostrich
(Strutio camelis). The results seemed to add evidence to the mixed NREM-REM
hypothesis, because the forebrain EEG of NREM sleeping ostriches oscillated between
high frequency, low voltage EEG waves and SWEEG (Lesku et al., 2011). Therefore,
mammals and birds seemed to have followed a parallel evolution. Both began showing
a primitive sleep, with mixed NREM-REM traits that in modern mammals and birds
diverged to end as the well-differentiated NREMS and REMS.
The preponderance of REMS in young mammals is well known. On the other
hand, the length of the REMS episodes and the total amount of REM sleeping time of
ostriches is longer than that of any other bird (Rattenborg et al., 2009). Therefore, an
even greater proportion of REMS should be observed in ostrich chicks. Unexpectedly, a
recent study reported substantially smaller amounts of REM in chicks than in adult
ostriches, with no significant changes in NREMS. Therefore, the ontogenesis of REMS
in ostriches seems to be remarkably different from that observed in mammals and birds
(Lyamin et al., 2020).
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Figure 1. Two alternatives to explain the origin of NREM and REM.

The conundrum continues. The sleep of another primitive bird, the tinamou
(Eudromia elegans), rendered the typical, well-differentiated EEG of NREMS and
REMS of modern birds (Tisdale et al., 2017). Regretfully, the authors concluded that,
although the tinamou data does not rule out the possibility that the ancestor of extant
birds would exhibit a mixed ostrich-like/platypus-like sleep state, it does complicate the
initial interpretation. Obviously, the complexity was furtherly increased after the data
obtained from ostrich chicks
It should be noted, however, that the main empirical data used to affirm the
existence of a primitive state with mixed NREM-REM traits was the presence of
SWEEG both in platypus (Siegel et al., 1998) and in ostriches (Rattenborg et al., 2009).
We may remember, however, the low value of the SWEEG for the differential diagnosis
of sleep stages (see § 4).
Furthermore, the presence of mixed NREM-REM traits cannot be used as a
signpost to mark the direction of the evolutionary arrow (see figure 1) and the arrow can
be directed towards divergence, i.e, instead of marking the transition from a mixture of
pre-REMS-REMS to independent NREMS and REMS (A1 to C1, Figure 1), it can also
be interpreted as signaling in the opposite direction, i.e., towards convergence from
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REMW and NREMW to mere sleep, a possibility also has been suggested by Corner
and Schenk (2015).
It seems that the existence of NREMS and REMS has remained well hidden
from human observers and, most likely, from the natural selection (Rial et al., 2007a).
In fact, both names “NREM” and “REM” are always appended with the word “sleep”.
Therefore, both may be considered two forms of a single behavioral state: Sleep.
5. Animals with anomalous REMS
5.1. The REMS of monotremes
Up to now, five monotreme species have been recognized, the Platypus
(Ornithorhynchus anatinus) and four echidnas (Tachyglossus acculeatus, Zaglossus
attenboroughi, Z. bruijnii and Z. bartoni. Sleep has been studied only in the platypus
(Siegel et al.,1999) and in short-beaked echidnas, T. Acculeatus (Allison et al.,1972;
Siegel et al., 1996; Nicol et al., 2000). Surprisingly, platypuses showed the highest
amounts of REMS ever recorded in mammals, while echidnas seemed to show no
REMS at all (but see Nicol et al., 2000).
To understand the platypus/echidna contrast, we will analyze the main
ecological and ontogenetic traits of the two species. Twin juveniles are the most
frequent offspring in platypuses (11 singletons, 54 twins and 5 triplets, according to the
study of Burrell, (1927), cited by Hawkins and Battaglia, (2009). Besides, platypus
females are pouchless. The sticky eggs are incubated between the female’s tail and belly
until hatching, which occurs about ten days after oviposition. Then, the mother keeps
the hatching in a thermally isolated burrow (Bethge et al. 2004; Holland and Jackson
2002). In the first weeks, the mother also remains in the burrow, with only short
absences (Holland and Jackson 2002). Therefore, the litter’s BT and that of the mother
must be approximately the same, i.e., high and stable. Thereafter, the mother
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progressively increases the time spent out of the burrow and, after 4-5 weeks, the visits
become spaced every second day, suggesting the beginning of the pup’s
thermoregulation (Holland and Jackson 2002; Augee, et al., 2006). These sucklings gain
clear advantages in showing twitches, jerks and calls to inform their state to the mother
and to compete with siblings during the postnatal period, as described in § 2.3.2.
Thereby, the twitching may have a highly significant adaptive value for immature
platypuses, like for newborn rats.
Contrastingly, the mating period is the only time in which the otherwise solitary
echidnas meet one another. A few weeks after mating, the female echidna lays a single,
soft, leathery egg that remains in a temporary pouch, which the mother makes by
folding a section of her lower abdominal skin, providing thus an average of 31-32 ºC to
the egg, the normal temperature of active echidnas (Schmidt-Nielsen et al.,1966; Beard
and Grigg, 2000). After approximately 10 days, a blind, hairless baby echidna (known
as a “puggle”) hatches from the egg and attaches itself to a milk patch placed inside the
pouch (Rismiller & Grutzner, 2019). While the puggle remains in the pouch with
unlimited access to milk and free from competing siblings, it will never be hungry or
cool, and the infant-mother communication for demanding milk and heat, as explained
in § 2.3.2, would be unnecessary. Nevertheless, we will see that the absence of phasic
signs of REMS cannot be interpreted as indicative of complete absence.
The puggle is carried in the pouch between 45 and 55 days before being placed
alone in a specially dug nursery in which the young remain cool to the touch (15 -18 °C)
and torpid between feeding sessions (Rismiller, 2018). This means that it is tolerant to
hypothermia, or, in other words, it is in a poikilothermic state, probably REMS. Young
echidnas have a prodigious ability to imbibe large amounts milk in a very short time
(Griffiths 1965; Green et al. 1985). This allows the mother to leave the nursery and
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return to nurse the puggle for about 2 hours every 5 days (Griffiths, 1989; Beard and
Grigg, 2000; Rismiller 1999; Rismiller and McKelvey 2009). Furthermore, the
temperature of the mother rises during the visits. As echidnas lack defense against
hyperthermia (Augee, 1976; Schmidt‐Nielsen et al.,1966), the high BT attained by
mothers during the feeding visits contrasts with the normal heterothermic pattern (Brice
et al., 2002) and suggests that the increased heat production of the mother is used to
rewarm the puggle before feeding (Griffiths et al.,1988; Beard and Grigg, 2000). This
chain of behavioral activities can again be interpreted as indicative of high amounts of
tonic, paralyzed, poikilothermic REMS when puggles are alone in the nursery. These,
signs are interspersed with probable periods of REMW when the mother comes to warm
the puggle (an example of tigmothermic behavior) and feed the puggle. The
development of incipient homeothermy would mark the presence of typical NREMS
and the abandon of the nursery, heralding thus the full cortical wakefulness.
Obviously, in the case of being cool and/or hungry, the solitary infant echidnas
would obtain no advantage in showing the phasic signs of REMS - calls, jerks and
twitches - and would save significant amounts of energy suppressing them when there is
nobody around for giving help. However, we said that the absence of overt signs of
phasic REM don’t mean a total absence of REMS. Evidently, the undeveloped puggle
can attach itself to the milk patch and not to other non-secreting regions of the pouch
and actively suck milk (Griffiths 1965; Green et al. 1985). This state, therefore, fills the
requirements to be considered a form of primitive wake, that, given the low brain
development of the puggle, must be controlled from spinal-rhombencephalic regions. It
is, therefore, REMW.
In summary, we maintain that the need for communication with the mother,
together with the presence/absence of competition between siblings may be the factors
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determining the presence or absence of phasic signs of REMS in platypuses, in rat pups
and in echidna puggles. Furthermore, we postulate that adult echidnas must have
“hidden” REM. First, as an unavoidable consequence of their embryonary
development– as in every other vertebrate – and second, because of the results obtained
after comparing the activity of pontine neurons of echidnas and cats (Siegel et al.,
1996). Indeed, the neurons of the echidna’s brainstem reticular formation fire in the
irregular burst-pause pattern typical of REMS and not in the slow, regular pattern of
NREMS (Siegel and Tomaszewski, 1983; Huttenlocher, 1961). In addition, the main
sign used for rejecting the presence of REMS in echidnas was the EEG (Allison et al.,
1972, Siegel et al., 1996) and we already know the low significance of EEG for state
definition in mammals other than Metatheria and Eutheria (§ 4). Therefore, we propose
that a significant part of the state showing high voltage EEG recorded in seemingly
sleeping echidnas is in fact hidden REMS (or REMW), equivalent to the platypus REMH (REM sleep with high-voltage EEG) of Siegel et al., (1999).
5.2. The absence of REMS in cetaceans
No signs of sleep have been reported after parturition in cetaceans, neither in
mothers nor in calves. This fact may be indicative of the dispensability of sleep, but
here we will restrict the subject only to the absence of REMS in these animals
(Mukhametov, 1988, 1995; Siegel, 2008; Lyamin et al., 2008) a fact that contradicts the
well-known dominance of REMS in young mammals. The following paragraphs will try
to explain this anomaly following the approach we used to explain the absence of overt
signs of REMS in the echidna.
The BT of mammalian fetuses is slightly higher than that of the mother
(Symonds & Lomax 1992; Wood & Beard, 1964; Schroder et al., 1987) and, in all
newborn mammals, parturition involves a steep thermal shock. We have retrieved no
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report specifically dealing with the BT of newborn cetaceans, but it is known that
parturition preferably occurs in epochs with the warmest water temperatures (Mann et
al. 2000). First, this highlights the importance of the thermal requirements of newborn
calves (Dunkin et al., 2005). Second, that cetacean mothers try to reduce the thermal
stress of calves. Taking bottlenose dolphins as an example, the temperature step
between uterus and free life in water, range from ~35-36 ºC, (the rectal temperature of
the mother) and ~25 ºC, (the water temperature in the Pacific Ocean during summer)
(Terasawa et al., 1999). Given that newborn cetaceans lack the blubber isolation of
adults (Rendell et al., 2019) and that the free life of calves begins submerged in water,
the heat losses should be extremely high, and the energetic expenditures needed to
maintain homeothermy would be hardly supportable. In fact, a naked human baby
exposed at birth to an environmental temperature of 23 °C suffers the same rate of heat
loss as a naked adult at 0 °C (WHO, 1997) a shock that, given the thermal properties of
water, must be much higher in dolphin calves. Considering also that the control of BT is
rather unstable in most newborn mammals (da Mota Silveira et al, 2003; Mullany et al.
2010; Symonds & Lomax, 1992; Mercer et al., 1979; Smales & Kime, 1978), we can
assume that newborn calves should begin their free life showing a rather low BT and
should need a significant lapse of time to attain full homeothermy.
On the other hand, cetacean calves are always singletons (Rendell et al., 2019).
Therefore, they will never be forced to compete with siblings. However, they do keep
close contact with their mother for defense and lactation. Newborn cetacean cubs
require huge amounts of lipid enriched milk for rapid growth of the subcutaneous
blubber. Hence, mother and calf must keep constant visual and acoustic contact
(Lyamin et al., 2005). Indeed, the calf normally swims in echelon under the mother’s
abdomen and tail, in order to obtain protection, easy nursing access and hydrodynamic
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pull (Noren et al., 2008; Noren & Edwards 2011). Given that the full development of
the cetacean brain lasts about 20 years (Ridgway et al., 2018) the existence of complete
cortical wake in newborn cetacean calves seems highly improbable and the dominant
state must be the rhombencephalic wake. Sound in water may reach the fetus, allowing
an early development of auditory capabilities (Ridgway et al., 2018) and it has been
found that in newborn dolphins, the auditory thresholds and sensitivity surpass those of
adults, (Nachtigall et al, 2005; Sayigh et al., 1998; Wahlberg et al., 2017). Newborn
calves also have high vocalization capabilities (McCowan & Reiss, 1995; Smolker et
al., 1993), a trait particularly important because they often wander away from their
mothers, which poses safety risks. However, mothers usually retrieve their calves by
actively signaling them to return using acoustic signals. Indeed, there are plenty of
references explaining that each mother-calf pair produces distinctive whistles and clicks
to maintain contact (Smolker et al., 1993; Mann & Smuts, 1998; Killebrew et al., 2001;
King et al., 2016a, b; Mello & Amundin 2005; Morisaka et al., 2005; Kuczaj et al.,
2015; Ames et al., 2019; Fripp et al., 2005).
We may remark here the striking similarity between the use of calls and jerks in
rat pups, in platypuses and in cetacean calves. Furthermore, we already described the
rhombencephalic vertebrate’s capability for analyzing visual and acoustic cues and the
probable existence in calves of enough rhombencephalic sensorimotor resources to
follow the movements of their mother. Therefore, we see that the continuous wake of
cetacean calves is equivalent, point by point, to the REMW of rat pups and echidna
puggles. All appear in newborns, all are related to thermoregulatory and lactation needs,
all involve visual and auditory cues that are dependent on hindbrain capabilities, and all
show high survival value. The conclusion is that newborn cetaceans may lack overt
REMS signs, but, most likely, they show REMW.
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The described coincidences offer a probable answer to the absence of REM in
adult cetaceans. We should note that the mother-calf communication becomes
unnecessary when the pups grow and become free from maternal care. In such cases the
REM-associated signs of communication must vanish. Likewise, the REMS
poikilothermy may be highly inconvenient for adults submerged in cool water. These
facts explain why the phasic REMW signs can only be observed in immatures.
5.3. The anomalous REM of pinnipeds
Pinnipeds are precocial and, with rare exceptions (Spotte, 1982), are singletons
(Riedman, 1990; Lyamin et al, 2018). In northern fur seals, the parturition occurs in
summer on floating icebergs or on dry land, near the shore, within the Arctic Circle. In
summer, the arctic weather is cloudy, with drizzle or heavy fog, strong winds, and a
mean temperature of 7.5°C in July (Blix & Steen, 1979). Thus, the polar regions impose
various degrees of thermal stress, with high variability between different species
(Dalton et al., 2014) but always depending on season, birthplace and, importantly, on
maternal care (Blix & Steen, 1979; Trillmich, 1990). Indeed, when the mother goes to
forage, the pups may suffer hypothermia and newborn fur seals must endure a steep
thermal shock. They possess efficient countercurrent heat saving mechanisms and show
intense peripheral vasoconstriction, non-shivering (Lydersen & Kovacs, 1999; Donohue
et al., 2000; Pearson et al., 2014) and shivering thermogenesis (Davydov and Makarova,
1965; Hammel et al., 1977; Erdsack et al, 2013; Blix et al., 1979). However, in order to
meet the high nutritional needs imposed by lactation, mothers often abandon their pups
onshore and make long foraging trips of several hundreds of kilometers (Blix & Steen,
1979; Georges et al., 2000). These absences often leave the pups near the limit of
thermal tolerance where they may succumb in cool, rainy and windy days (Blix et al.,
1979; Blix & Steen, 1979).
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Altogether, this lifestyle seems quite similar to that of echidnas and should
prevent the manifestation of REMS signs in pinnipeds. Paradoxically, they show normal
signs of REMS when on land, while these signs disappear when sleeping in the sea
(Lyamin et al.,1996; Madan and Jha, 2012). Furthermore, when returning to dry land
they show no rebounds for recovering the lost REMS (Ungurean and Rattenborg, 2018:
Lyamin et al., 2018).
Nevertheless, the presence of normal REMS onshore may be understood after
considering that fur seals bred in large colonies (Boness et al, 1988; Kovacs et al., 1996)
and mothers usually reject nursing alien pups. Therefore, they require an efficient
system for mother-pup recognition. As in cetaceans, the system depends on acoustic
communication, and the mother can recognize the voice of her pup between the multiple
pups of the colony (Charrier et al. 2002; Kovaks, 1995). Consequently, the competition
between the concert of calls and responses of the colony is equivalent to the competition
between cetacean siblings and forces the production of distinctive mother-pup calls that,
as in rats and cetaceans, may be dependent on rhombencephalic control and indicative
of active REMW.
As in cetaceans, the overt signs of REMS are useful for the young pinnipeds but
highly mal-adaptive in matures that can sleep afloat in the sea (Bourliere, 1967 cited by
Zepelin et al, 1994). Indeed, the normal poikilothermy of REMS would involve huge
heat loses in water life, but much less when ashore. These facts possibly explain the
reduced and even the complete loss of REMS when fur seals sleep afloat in the sea
(Lyamin et al., 2017) and its presence onshore.
5.4. Anomalous REMS in land mammals
5.4.1. The REM Behavioral Disorder (RBD)
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The RBD is an evident and undisputed example of pathological REMW. It has
been found in humans (Schenck et al., 1986; Corner and Schenk, 2015) and in
experimental animals (Jouvet & Delorme 1965). Apart from showing complete
behavioral patterns (Blumberg & Plumeau, 2016), the muscular activity of RBD is quite
similar to that of vertebrate embryos (Shukla et al, 2019; Kotagal, 2015; Suzue et al.,
1999; Saint-Amant and Drapeau, 1998), as well as in fetal and postnatal movement of
pattern mammals (Corner and Schenk, 2015).
The syndrome of Parasomnia Overlap has been defined as a set of sleep
parasomnias associated to motor dyscontrol that may appear either during NREMS or
REMS (Freedom 2013). When occurring during NREMS are considered disorders of
arousal (AASM, 2005) and include somnambulism, confusional arousals and night
terrors, but when occur during REMS are considered RBD. Most likely, the syndrome
of parasomnia overlap consists in a pathological combination of different types of
wakefulness, including, not only REMW but also signs of NREM wake.
5.4.2. The behavior of precocial animals
Another example of REMW may be found in the behavior of precocial
newborns. As expected, the development at birth of their brains is more advanced than
that of altricial species, but it is still under the final adult’s size (Minervini et al., 2016;
Ernst et al, 2018). In pigs and wild boars, for instance, the brain mass increases about 4
times between birth and full adulthood, meaning that even in precocial species a
substantial amount of brain growth still occurs after birth (Kruska 2005). Likewise, the
weight of the cerebral hemispheres of precocial sheep at birth, is only a 52% of the adult
size (McIntosh et al., 1979). Therefore, the presence of REMW is highly probable, not
only in altricial, but also in precocial mammals
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The possibility of REMW is further enhanced after considering the simple
behavioral patterns of newborn herbivores - keeping continuous olfactory, auditory and
haptic contact with the mother, finding the nipple, sucking and running after the mother.
Obviously, this set of activities may be easily included within the functional capabilities
of the rhombencephalon, much like those described for immature echidnas, fur seals and
cetacean calves. One would argue that olfaction, essential for consolidating the relation
mother-newborn in precocial mammals (Mazzatenta et al., 2019; Houpt, 2002) should
be dependent of the entire brain - including cortical regions. However, extra-bulbar
olfactory receptors innervated from the terminal nerve (the cephalic pair 0) show
multiple connections, not only to telencephalic regions but to the entire nervous system,
including pontine motor areas of agnates (Von Bartheld, 2004; Kermen et al., 2013;
Ryczko et al, 2013, 2016; Derjean et al., 2010; Pérez‐Fernández et al, 2014), fish (Hara,
1994; Laberge & Hara, 2001; Kasumyan, 2004) and amphibians (Mousley et al. 2006).
These data show that rhombencephalic regions may show enough development to allow
the olfactory guided behavior of newborn precocial mammals, in another example of
REMW.
5.4.3. The drowsiness of herbivores
REMW may also be observed in adult mammals. This may be the case of the
“standing sleep” of horses and cows. It is a state that shows an EEG with mixed wakesleep features and has been ill-defined as “drowsiness” (Ruckebusch, 1970, 1972;
Dallaire and Ruckebusch, 1974; Hale & Huggins, 1980; Willams et al., 2008) but, up to
now, remains without satisfactory explanation. Indeed, these animals may stand up with
minimal muscular effort because of the neuroanatomical features of their leg joints
(Hildebrand, 1987; Peng & Ding, 2014). Therefore, rumination is the single behavioral
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activity these animals must perform during their drowsiness. Once again, the amount of
brain needed for these activities is quite small and suggests REMW.
6. Redefining REMS
Altogether, the proposed homologies between the states of immature vertebrates
and the mammalian sleep stages may allow a functional and precise definition of
REMS:
1) REMS is a paralyzed form of primitive rhombencephalic wake that only
appears in sleeping mammals after the suspension of higher types of wake.
2) In cetaceans, the phasic signs of REMS are hidden. They appear in newborns
in the form of REMW. In adults, the signs of REMW disappear, minimizing the heat
loss determined by aquatic life. However, irrespective of being visible or not, the phasic
signs of REM sleep must exist in cetacean embryos and newborns.
3) In newborn pinnipeds, the phasic signs of REMS are preserved, as well as in
adults when sleeping in dry land. However, they disappear when sleeping in the sea. As
cetaceans, pinnipeds suppress the phasic signs of REMS and, most important, the
poikilothermy, to avoid the water-associated heat loss of the poikilothermic REMS.
4) Overt signs of REMS are observed only in species giving birth to multiple
pups or in singletons that must compete with other young of the colony.
5) Overt REMS is never observed in species in which the mother, besides giving
birth to a single pup, abandons the nest during extended periods of time, leaving the pup
alone.
6) Overt signs of rhombencephalic wake (REMW) may be currently found in
precocial species.
7. Physiological aspects of mammalian sleep and reptilian activity states
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Table I describes the peripheral vasodilation responsible for the descents in
core/brain temperature, with the known increase in NREMS propensity (Dewasmes et
al, 1996; Van Someren, 2004), whereas the peripheral vasoconstriction promotes the
typical REMS rise in core/brain temperature (Charles et al. 1980; Murphy & Campbell,
1997; Campbell & Broughton, 1994; Kräuchi & Wirz-Justice, 2001; Van Den Heuvel et
al., 1998).
One may wonder why these vasomotor changes occur and why the peripheralcentral oscillations in temperature are related to sleep (Parmeggiani, 2007). These
questions may be answered after observing that identical changes appear in the reptilian
BB and GDB cycles. During BB, skin vasodilation is necessary for rapid warming of
the body core, while during GDB, the peripheral vasoconstriction is compulsory in
order to minimize the heat loss and optimize the GDB time (Grigg & Alchin, 1976;
Dzialowski & O’Connor 2001; Seebacher & Franklin, 2004; Voigt, 1975; Seebacher,
2000).

Table I. Thermal relationships and vasomotor changes in mammalian and
reptilian states

Mammal

Reptiles

Mammal

Reptiles

State

NREMS

Basking

REMS

GDB

Core

Low

Low

High

High

High

High

Low

Low

temperature.
Skin
temperature.
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Vasodilation

Vasodilation

Vasoconstriction Vasoconstriction

Core → Skin

Skin → Core

Skin → Core

circulation
Heat flow

Core → Skin

direction

These results show that the reptilian thermal regulation is the cause, up to now
unexplained, of the phase opposition between the oscillations that persist in the
peripheral and core temperature of NREMS and REMS (Sarabia et al., 2008; OrtizTudela et al., 2014; Bonmati-Carrion et al., 2013; Martinez-Nicolas et al., 2013). The
single difference between the vasomotor parameters of BB-GDB and those of NREMSREMS lies in the opposite direction of heat flow. Obviously, heat always flows from
warm to cold regions, being only dependent on the thermal gradient between
environment and body core. This gradient depends, in homeothermic mammals, on an
internal source of heat, the endothermic metabolism, while in reptiles depends on the
heat coming from external sources (heliothermy or tigmothermy). Note that the
vasoconstriction (the vascular resistance) of peripheral and central vascular beds is
identical in both groups.
7.2. The homeostatic regulation of REMS
The existence of homeostatic regulation for REMS has been recognized by many
authors (Benington & Heller, 1994; Park & Weber, 2020; McCarthy et al., 2016; Weber
et al., 2018; Brunner et al., 1990, Dijk and Czeisler, 1995, Wurts and Edgar, 2000;
Dement, 1960; Agnew et al., 1967; Morden et al., 1967; Beersma et al., 1990). Among
others, these authors observed that, when the expression of REMS is blocked, the
REMS propensity increases, as shown by the repeated attempts to re-enter in REMS and
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the progressive increase in the number of phasic REM events (Vogel, 1975; Shea et al.,
2008).
We want to mention the dissonance between the most salient signs of REMS and
the concept of homeostatic regulation (Cannon, 1929). Indeed, the atonia, thermal
poikilostasis and cardiorespiratory irregularities are a set of factors that could be rightly
considered as anti-homeostatic. In an extreme antithetic contrast, the word
“poikilostasis”, coined by Parmeggiani (2011), represents the demolition of the
physiological homeostasis. The epitome of poikilostasis is, precisely, the high
sympathetic activity of REMS (Somers et al., 1993) responsible for the physiological
lability in thermoregulatory (Parmeggiani, 1970, 1977, 2011) cardio-circulatory
(Mancia & Zanchetti, 1980) and respiratory (Phillipson, 1978; Sullivan 1980) activities.
Under this viewpoint, the existence of homeostasis in REMS involves a new paradox
(Parmeggiani, 2011) superposed to old paradoxical nature of REMS, (the EEG signature
of waking, together with the behavioral signs of deep sleep, so well described by
Aserinsky & Kleitman, (1953) and Jouvet (1959). We are now referring to the “ultraparadoxical” aspect of REMS that may be responsible of the current ignorance of the
nature of the REMS homeostatically regulated variable. Indeed, conciliating the general
homeostatic regulation with the thermal, respiratory and cardio circulatory poikilostasis
seems impossible and the homeostatic regulation of REMS should not exist. This has
been argued by many researchers that consider that REMS must have some positive
advantage to compensate their maladaptive aspect. This is precisely what we propose
here: the advantage lies in an up to now overlooked, but well-known trait of REMS. The
eye movements, twitches and jerks recorded in the adult's REMS are currently
considered additional small mysteries within the seemingly incomprehensible set of
mysterious REMS-associated signs. We now understand that, while being inconsequent
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in adults, they constitute a communication link of vital importance for the newborns’
survival. Moreover, it also explains the carefully regulated antagonism between the
pontine glycinergic inhibition and the glutamatergic stimulation of spinal moto-neurons
that allow the drain of huge amounts of motor activity but, up to now puzzled sleep
scholars.
It is evident that the positive value of the phasic signs observed in the newborn
REMS outweighs, in most mammalian species, the negative thermal, respiratory and
cardio-circulatory irregularities of adult REMS. The situation changes in adult marine
mammals, in which the thermal constraints of aquatic life - high thermal conductivity
and high specific heat - largely outweigh the importance of the already unnecessary
phasic signs of the adult’s REMS. Likewise, the cool related reductions in total REMS
time are obvious avoidance responses appearing after incipient hypothermia
(Parmeggiani and Rabini, 1970; Sichieri and Schmidek, 1984; Szymusiak et al.,1980;
Szymusiak and Satinoff, 1981; Whitten et al.,2009). Therefore, the expression of adult’s
REMS might constitute a set of residual signs that persist because they causes no harm
in thermoneutral environments.
Accordingly, we propose that the homeostatic regulation of the mammalian
REMS depends on two mechanisms: first, on an already known permissive flip flop (Lu
et al, 2006; Fuller et al., 2007; Chen et al, 2018) controlling the NREMS-REMS
transitions by switching the interchange of heat between core and peripheral
temperature (see table I) explaining so the REMS-related increases and the NREMrelated decreases in cephalic temperature, respectively (Deboer et al., 1994; Harding, et
al., 2019; Parmeggiani et al., 2002; Amici et al., 1994, 1998, and 2008). Second, the
homeostatic regulation of REMS also depends on a proportional control regulating the
production of the REMS phasic signs, whose number and intensity would increase in
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proportion to the exposure to cool, hunger or to any other risk compromising the life of
newborns.
The need of two regulatory systems for REMS may be easily understood if we
remember the homology we proposed between reptilian and mammalian states. When
the hypothalamus of a basking reptile reaches the preferred temperature, it must quickly
switch to GDB but, if such change would be experimentally obstructed, the animal
would show indefatigable attempts to re-enter in GDB, a state, that we know, is
necessary to perform vital activities. Thus, the reptilian response to the GDB blockade
is identical to that observed in REMS deprived mammals. We also understand that,
besides the on-off switch controlling the exit from the reptilian BB, the maintenance of
the reptilian GDB also depends on a proportional regulatory system controlling the
magnitude of the vital foraging, territorial (agonistic) and reproductive activities. It is
evident that this regulatory mechanism persists in mammalian infants as a second
proportional homeostatic control regulating the intensity of REMS, i.e., the frequency
of calls, twitches and jerks, that increase or decrease in proportion to the cooling,
hunger or danger.
Of course, the reptilian diurnal activity and the nocturnal rest are tightly
regulated by a circadian clock, also coinciding with the well-known circadian regulation
of REMS (Lee et al., 2009; Wurths & Elgar, 2000; Czeisler et al, 1980
To conclude, we have defined the existence of two homeostatic systems
regulating the presence-absence of REMS and the intensity of the REMS signs. We also
explained the existence of circadian regulation for REMS. Both homeostatic and
circadian factors involved in the regulation of REMS were inherited from similar
regulatory systems present in the reptilian ancestors of mammals. Furthermore, the
surprising way that mammals use to interchange heat between core and periphery during
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sleep constitute another proof for the homology between reptilian GDB and REM as
well as between BB and NREM
8. The second part of the Crick and Mitchison dilemma
At this point, it is obvious that the results described in this report refer, almost
exclusively, to developmental processes. Therefore, our search for answers to the first
part of the Crick and Mitchison observations may have been accomplished. Now, we
should find a response to the second part: “any purely developmental theory must
account for the quite appreciable amount of sleep along adult life”.
9. The adults’ REMS is a neutral trait.
It is well-known that people taking SSRI antidepressants show important
reductions in REMS without compensatory rebounds (McCarthy et al, 2016), without
cognitive impairments (Flood & Cherkin, 1987; Marwari & Dawe, 2018; Gazea et al,
2019) and perhaps with discrete improvements in memory (Rasch et al., 2009).
Furthermore, a single dose of fluoxetine administered to healthy humans provoked
acute suppression of REMS in the first night, with no significant rebounds in the
following three nights (Feige et al., 2002). In the same vein, traumatic hindbrain lesions
caused persistent suppression of REMS, show no observable derangements (Osorio &
Daroff 1980; Lavie et al, 1984; Magidov et al, 2018). Likewise, cetaceans entirely lack
REMS and fur seals show no REMS when in the sea, without REMS rebounds after
returning to land. In summary, it seems 1) that REMS may disappear without
consequences and 2) that the regulation of REMS can be put on and off, also without
observable consequences (Ungurean & Rattenborg, 2018).
In summary, if we consider the absence of observable impairment after REMS
deprivation, we may propose that REMS persists because, in most adult mammalian
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species, REMS provides neither advantages, nor disadvantages. In other words, the
presence of REMS in adults is a neutral trait devoid of adaptive significance.
This affirmation may seem preposterous and even anathema for most sleep
scholars. It seems impossible that such an immensely complex state that is found in the
vast majority of mammalian species may lack adaptive value.

9.1. Neoteny
Some unexplained traits observed in adults may simply be remnants of infantile
traits that persist in adults despite the loss or change in adaptive significance. Such
processes receive the generic name of Neoteny. A simple, but illustrative example is the
bellybutton, a scar that remains from a structure of vital importance in the embryo, the
connection with the placenta. However, the belly button remains in adults devoid of
known utility. Likewise, most traits of REMS may have had highly adaptive value for
infants but persist in adulthood with no known advantage, i.e. being neutral in some
cases, and even highly mal-adaptive in others. This may be the case of the REMS
poikilothermy of marine mammals. Please remember, however, that the loss of some the
phasic signs of REMS is partial. Most signs still remain in the form of REMW.
Therefore, the overt signs of REMS may be neutral, but the neutrality does not hold for
the signs of REMW.
Simple epistemological rules may provide additional food for thought. First, it is
well established that “adaptation is an onerous concept that should be invoked when
necessary to explain the facts” (Williams, 1966/2018). It is in fact too easy to find ad
hoc explanations for everything. It is even easy to imagine adaptive unfalsable
explanations both for the presence and absence of a given trait. In such cases, if one
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adaptive explanation fails it is simply replaced by another, but sufficient ingenuity
enables any trait to receive an adaptive explanation.
A corollary of the Williams statement is that the burden of the proof must be
charged to the defenders of any eventual adaptation. All sleep researchers are aware of
the inexistence of solid proof for the dozens of hypotheses developed to explain the
adaptiveness of REMS. Therefore, these hypotheses should be - for the time being rejected. Either an undisputable, solid proof is provided, or the null hypothesis must
prevail.
Still in epistemological terms, science should adopt a methodology based on
falsifiability, because no number of experiments can ever prove a theory. On the
contrary, a single experiment is enough for contradicting it (Popper, 1934/1959). In
relation to REMS, the existence of a single adult individual surviving without REMS
with no discernible health or cognitive dysfunction, or with no rebounds after long
periods of REMS deprivation, is enough to reject all proposed hypotheses trying to
explain the adaptive function of the adults REMS (Siegel, 2021).
Still in theoretical terms, two schools of evolutionary thinking have been
defined: adaptationism (also called Panglossianism) and neutralism (Gould and Vrba,
1982). Panglosians believe that every stabilized anatomical or physiological trait visible
in a living species must be adaptive. Otherwise, the proposed trait would never have
appeared, or would never be maintained. Possibly, pure Panglossian scientists are
inexistent. Conversely, neutralists believe in the dominance of neutral traits in
populations. The best-known example of neutral mutations are the synonymous
mutations in the ADN that, supposedly, cause neither advantage nor disadvantage for
the survival of individuals (Kimura 1979).
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In fact, the Selection Coefficient of a given gen has been proposed as an index
showing the strength of selection for, or against to, an animal homozygote for such gen
(Bulmer, 1971; Herron and Freeman, 2014). In practical terms, the selection coefficient
oscillates between +1 for those traits that would be extended to the entire population in
a single generation and -1 for those that would cause death with zero descendants. In the
middle, genes with indexes comprised between +1 and -1 would show increases or
decreases in frequency, respectively, after a finite number of generations, while those
with a zero index would represent an absolute neutrality. It is evident that, discarding
spontaneous random mutations or genetic drift, those traits with selection coefficients
approaching zero would need a high number of generations and an extreme
environmental constancy to become established or discarded in the entire population.
Regarding REMS, it is evident that the possession of genes to show phasic signs of
REMS in newborns must have, with few exceptions, a high positive adaptive value, but
negative for adult cetaceans, pinnipeds and newborn echidnas. The index would be zero,
i.e., neutral, in animals that sleep in thermoneutral environments, i.e., in well isolated
nests or burrows. This is the case of most adult mammals - including humans - that
sleep in well isolated nests or burrows with no noticeable disturbances in core body
temperature, despite supporting significant episodes of poikilothermic REMS.
In conclusion, the proposed function for the phasic signs of REMS in immature
mammals, as well as the REMS anomalies observed in vertebrate embryos, primitive
mammals, marine mammals, depressive humans, RBD patients, precocial animals, and
animals showing drowsiness, are consistent with experimental evidence, with the
epistemological roots of science and with the current knowledge of population genetics.
Such consistency strongly supports the assumption that REMS serves as an efficient
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communication system between mammalian mothers and infants but, most likely, is a
neutral trait in most adult terrestrial mammals.
As a final note, the present report only deals with the wake states of vertebrates
and its relationships with the mammalian sleep. Obviously, our results cannot be
applied neither to birds, nor to poikilothermic vertebrates or invertebrates. Therefore,
we should conclude that the evolutionary pathway defined for the development of sleep
in non-mammals may have no relation with that of mammals. Indeed, the sleep of nonmammalian animals must have appeared as result of evolutionary convergence.
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